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Hardware Forum Italy:
the italian hardware show
Hardware Forum Italy, the trade fair and conference for the hardware industry, will be back from 25 26 September 2019 at Mi.Co Milano Congressi, in the centre of Milan. After 4 editions the event is recognised as the
main Italian platform for the hardware sector where Italian and international
leading companies present their new products to a qualified audience.
For the exhibitors it is a unique opportunity to meet customers and
develop new business relationships with buyers, suppliers and local
distributors. Visitors gain access to a complete range of products in the
hardware, tools, paint, garden, safety, protective equipment, building and
electric sectors.
Thanks also to the renewed collaboration with the partner show Bricoday,
Hardware Forum Italy is the only real multichannel event in the Italian
hardware sector able to attract all distribution channels in one single event:
traditional, professional, e-commerce and large-scale distribution (DIY).
Hardware Forum Italy and Bricoday will take place in adjacent and well-connected pavilions.
Hardware Forum Italy 2019 will offer (to exhibitors and visitors) a wide
range of side activities and a stimulating conference and workshop programme with the annual Assofermet (the association of Italian hardware wholesalers) conference and the 2nd edition of Colorday (dedicated to the paint
sector).
Hardware Forum Italy is powered by Koelnmesse, organizer of International Hardware Fair Cologne (INTERNATIONALE EISENWARENMESSE).
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Trade Visitors profile
2.460 visitors attended Hardware Forum Italy 2018:
• 44% DISTRIBUTION owners of hardware and tool stores, professional
hardware stores, wholesalers, paint factories, DIY store owners and GD
buyers, other distributors (e.g. building, electronics..)
• 39% MANUFACTURER suppliers and industry professionals
• 8% SERVICES service and trade press
• 9% OTHERS
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Location: Mi.Co.Milano
Hardware Forum 2019 will be held in the North Pavilion of Mi.Co., Milano Congressi, a functional venue, exhibition and congress centre in the
area of the old Fiera Milano, today Fieramilano City.
Mi.Co. Milano is one of the largest congress centres in Europe, with
a total capacity of up to 18.000 people in 70 conference rooms. The location is easily accessible from the motorway, the railway stations and the
airports and it is served by specific subway stations (Lilac Line M5).

Entrance:
Via Gattamelata - Gate 15 – Domodossola station – Lilac Line M5
Viale Eginardo - Gate 3 – Portello station – Lilac Line M5
Visit the website for more details: www.micomilano.it
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Hall Plan

Product
segments

DISPLAY

2018 exhibitor list

Manual hand-held tools
Power tools and accessories
Workshop and factory
equipment
Sanitaryware and fittings
Furniture, window and doors
fittings, decorative metal wares
Protective equipment

via Gattamelata

Materials and chemical products

Mi.Co - North Wing - Level 0

Interior fittings
Fixing and fastening
technologies
Building materials, elements
and accessories,
outside structures, automotive
suppliers and accesories
Safeguarding systems
Gardening
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Types and rates of the stands at Hardware Forum Italy 2019
A

A

B

SINGLE STAND
MEASURES: mt 3 x 2,5

B

RATE: 2,800 EURO

DOUBLE STAND
MEASURES: mt 6 x 2,5
RATE: 5,000 EURO

THE PRE-ASSEMBLED STAND INCLUDES:
• White wooden panel walls
• Blue carpet
• Table
• Chairs
• Spotlights

D

C

• Sockets
• Banner for company name
• Exhibitors pass
• Parking permits
• Meal vouchers

C

TRIPLE STAND
MEASURES: mt 9 x 2,5
RATE: 7,500 EURO

D

ISLE STAND
MEASURES: mt 6 x 5
RATE: 9,000 EURO

In addition to the pre-assembled stand solution, it is possible
to buy RAW SPACE STARTING FROM 30 M².
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Do not hesitate to contact us for further information!

CONTACT US
for more info

The Hardware Forum Italy Sponsor packages

Sponsor packages

Hardware Forum Italy Showcase

The sponsor packages are designed to guarantee maximum visibility for the sponsors of
Hardware Forum Italy before, during and after the event, thanks to a rich mix of promotional
activities addressed to a wide and qualified professional target group.
There are 3 Sponsor packages:
• Standard
• Gold
• Premium

Hardware Forum Italy Showcase is the platform dedicated to the online promotion of
exhibitors for a period of 12 months. It is promoted through online banners on Hardware
Forum Italy and Ferrutensil websites as well as
all communication activities addressed to potential visitors and through specific newsletters.
This service can be booked individually or combined with a sponsor package.

FIND OUT MORE

FIND OUT MORE

about Sponsor Packages

about Hardware Forum Showcase
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The Hardware Forum Italy special initiatives

Matchmaking
Area
Business meetings between exhibitors and
distributors. All exhibitors will have the chance
to join Hardware Forum Italy’s matchmaking
service, a great opportunity to set in advance
meetings with the most important traditional
and professional retailers, the best e-commerce
platforms and leading national and international
buyers. After excellent results and the successful
business relationships generated in 2018 the
activity will be strongly developed with an increased number of distributors/buyers involved.

Hardware
World
An area dedicated to the hardware retailers,
which will be set up as a physical store, where it
will be possible to see innovative solutions for
the hardware retail shops. Hardware World is
an “ideal hardware store” where exhibitors
can have an additional space to present their
products as they would be displayed in a real
store. In the next edition of Hardware Forum
Italy the Hardware World area will be enriched
with digital solutions, consulting proposals, store services and much more.
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Test areas
A further added value is the exclusive opportunity offered to exhibitors to set up previews and test sessions of the most recent
product innovations.
Either at their own booth or in dedicated and
perfectly organised test areas. All exhibitors will
have the chance to involve the attendees of the
show with live and interactive activities.

The Hardware Forum Italy special initiatives
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Consulting Service
Hardware Forum Italy supports the traditional hardware sector and protects
the value of the local shops that enliven Italy’s urban centres by offering a
consulting service in partnership with Confcommercio Milano, a prestigious and competent partner.
Thanks to this cooperation, “Consulting Desks” with professional experts
on legal, financial, employment and credit matters will be at disposal of the
owners of hardware stores participating at the event. During the fair, retailers will be offered a free consultancy service in a dedicated area.

Hardware Forum Italy Awards

The Hardware Forum Italy Award is aimed at rewarding the excellence
among traditional and specialised stores; an initiative that is growing year
after year thanks to the participation of stores that have introduced innovative activities in the following categories: web, marketing and social initiatives, innovative exhibition solutions, customer service or specialisation.
A qualified jury consisting of journalists from the traditional and social media, experts from the sector, the academic world, associations and opinion
leaders will evaluate the candidates by selecting the nominees and awarding
the prizes during Hardware Forum Italy 2019.
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The convention
HARDWAR E
FORUM ITALY

WATCH

2018 videos

Assofermet
Forum

ColorDay
Conference

For the second consecutive year the annual
convention of the Italian hardware distribution association (Assofermet Ferramenta)
will be held in Milan during Hardware Forum
Italy.

Following the success of the ﬁrst edition, ColorDay again proposes the format developed by
Hardware Forum Italy and the leading magazine Colore&Hobby for members of the hardware/painting distribution channel. The event
consists of a training and information conference
in order to learn about development opportunities for manufacturers and distributors. The key
note speakers of the day will explain the reasons
behind their success and will help to understand
present and future market trends through their
experiences and “case studies”.

Assofermet once again chooses Hardware Forum Italy as the ideal platform to meet the market, consolidate business relationships and partnerships and develop all initiatives to support
the supply chain and distribution.
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The international exhibitions network of Koelnmesse
in the hardware sector
25th-27th FEBRUARY 2019

Asia Pacific
Sourcing

10th-12th OCTOBER 2019

China International
Hardware Show

01st-04th MARCH 2020

International
Eisenwarenmesse

COLOGNE | 25th-27th FEBRUARY 2019

SHANGHAI | 10th-12th OCTOBER 2019

COLOGNE | 01st-04th MARCH 2020

Asia-Pacific Sourcing is the communication
platform for products, innovations and trends
for the house and garden segment made in the
Far East. Since its premiere in 2005, Asia-Pacific Sourcing has established itself as the number
one sourcing platform in Europe.
In 2017, 644 exhibitors from 14 countries of
the Far East have presented a huge diversity of
products for the house, garden and leisure sector, to around 7,300 visitors coming from 65
countries.

China International Hardware Show (CIHS) is
Asia’s top trade fair for the entire hardware and
DIY sectors offering a comprehensive overview
over products and services to an audience of
specialist traders and buyers. CIHS is the number one platform to enter or expand business in
the Chinese market and the ideal gateway for
international brands looking to gain firm foothold in China. The last edition hosted 2,530
exhibitors and more than 41,100 visitors.

EISENWARENMESSE - International Hardware
Fair Cologne is the largest and most international
fair in the hardware sector offering a wide range
of products from tools, to fasteners, fixings and
fittings, through to industrial and home improvement supplies. It is the must-attend biennial event
where the entire global industry presents what is
important and what will become important in the
hardware sector. 2,770 exhibitors from 58 countries and more than 47,000 visitors from 143
nations participated in the last edition.

Valentino Provera - tel. +39 02 86961322
valentino.provera@koelnmesse.it

Alice Brambilla - tel. +39 02 86961330
alice.brambilla@koelnmesse.it
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Valentino Provera - tel. +39 02 86961322
valentino.provera@koelnmesse.it

Hardware Forum is an initiative powered by Koelnmesse

KOELNMESSE:
GLOBAL COMPETENCE IN HARDWARE

We have bundled our worldwide trade fair
portfolio for the hardware sector under KOELNMESSE: GLOBAL COMPETENCE IN HARDWARE.

Beneﬁt from this global trade fair offer too
and make use of the attractive opportunities and advantages of this network to tap
into new markets and target groups!

www.koelnmesse.it

Partnership:
Stay tuned!
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